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OLD WHITE OAK NATURAL PLANKS i elite UE 1493

Find inspiration in the
latest home interior trends
What does our dream home look like? Authentic, natural, dynamic and especially
having that personal touch. Floors are a main feature of this dream.
A home should exude life

Back to nature!

The 'perfect' interior is a thing of the past. Neat and tidy is old
school. Today, a certain degree of organised clutter is quite
acceptable. Wood with a weathered look, interior paints in patina
blue and opal grey, as well as items in brushed steel: that's what
you'll see in today's new interiors. We want a place for living, in
tune with the lifestyles of its occupants rather than the other way
around. A home needs to feel authentic and harmonious.

What was once a trend is now fast becoming a way of life. A
home should feel natural with natural stone, linen, clay and wool
as basic materials. In fact, these are exactly the kind of structures
and colours that are making a big comeback. The wood look too
is gaining in popularity. It is a great atmospheric element that
looks warm and stylish. A Quick•Step® floor is the perfect match
for these interiors. It's durable and made for living.

4-5
interior TRENDS 

The new
colour trends
We selected several striking
trends in furniture, soft
furnishings, wall coverings
and floors.

1
A rich palette of blue tones, from light
pastels to turquoise and navy blue.
Jeans are also back, as strong as ever!

2
Colours derived from natural
products such as beiges are key
atmospheric elements in our
interiors.

4
Bright colours are back.
The colours of the rainbow
brighten up any interior: a
few accessories can make a
big difference.

3
Following in the footsteps of the
marked return of silver, copper
and gold are all the rage today.
These are used especially for
accessories such as vases and
crockery.

5
Age-old and brand new: soft
furnishings are in again. In a
myriad of designs and colours.
A prominent trend is the revival of
time-honoured designs in
completely new colours.

Really trendy!

YOUR FLOOR,
YOUR STYLE
To a large degree, the style and appearance of your room is
determined by the colour of your floor. Real natural tones provide a
timeless effect, white for an extra spacious look and feel, warm shades
for cosiness, black for a dash of luxury, etc. Warm grey designs can be
used practically anywhere and can be perfectly combined with a
varied interior. And last but not least: don't be afraid to experiment. A
personal touch will turn your house into a real home. Below is a selection
of colour schemes and interior tips to give you some ideas and get you
started. They are all based on the colour you choose for your floor.

Natural tones
classic &
timeless
This classic floor colour remains a firm
favourite. With good reason, as it's an
all-round as well as timeless colour. A floor
with a natural tone remains attractive even
as your interior style evolves over time.
A Quick•Step® laminate floor with the
appearance of oak in a light colour palette
infuses your home with plenty of character
and shows off classic and contemporary
furniture to great effect.

EASY TO COMBINE

SLEEP TIGHT

The peaceful character of a floor
in natural tones perfectly lends
itself to a wide variety of
combinations. Depending on the
textures and designs of the
wallpaper, soft furnishings,
accessories, paint, curtains, etc.
you can give your interior a
country house or contemporary
look while maintaining the same
floor.

Are you looking for peace and
harmony in the bedroom? Then
go for a floor without a plank
pattern, such as Morning oak
light, and combine this floor with
subtle blue, lavender or
chocolate brown ...
Sweet dreams!

A floor with a sawcut structure gives
your interior more
personality.
NATURAL VARNISHED OAK PLANKS i perspective uF 896

6-7
NATURAL TONES 

TIP

EXQUISA

NATURAL VARNISHED OAK, SHIPDECK i lagune ur 946

CREATE STYLE
WITH COLOUR
Depending on the colour you combine your beige
floor with, you will get a different effect:
• White: fresh and young
• Dark colours, such as dark grey and black: chic
(especially with high gloss)
• Natural and brown tones: country house,
romantic, cosy
• Bright and pure colours: dynamic and modern

New at Quick•Step® are the Exquisa
laminate tiles, a collection of tiles with
different tile patterns: the basic 40 by
120 cm plank consists of 40 x 40 cm tiles,
60 x 40 cm tiles or a multi-pattern. The
Ceramic floor oozes personality, giving
every classic interior a rustic appearance.
The Crafted textile floor brings the fabric
look into your interior. The wide base plank,
finished with a subtle joint, imbues your
interior with a luxurious appearance.

LEATHER TILE LIGHT i arte uf 1401
ceramic dark i
exquisa EXQ 1555

elegant &
VERSATILE

GREY VINTAGE OAK PLANKS i largo lpu 1286

The new


greys

Light and dark grey floors have
been very popular for a number
of years. Why is that? Grey is
neutral but definitely not boring.
It also combines very well with
all (weathered) wood types, but
also with classic warm colours
and trendy bright tones. Courtesy of its versatile nature, a
grey floor is often found in open
homes where it is laid in adjacent spaces such as the hall, sitting room, dining area, kitchen,
etc.

Peaceful effect
Go for a subdued oak floor and you get a timeless floor that
keeps all your options open. The colour and matt finish of the
floor contribute to this effect. Enhance the restful appearance
with soft blue or brown as an accent colour. Or add some fun
colours for that young and energetic feel.

A grey floor can be perfectly
combined with a white wall and
white ceiling. It's ideal for
creating a basic interior where
all your favourite furniture and
different accessories will feel
right at home. Try experimenting
with colour by using an accent
wall in a striking colour or a
patterned wallpaper design.

8-9
the NEW GREYS 

PACIFIC OAK PLANKS i largo lpu 1507

Karen (36) and Gavin (34) chose the Pacific Oak floor
from the Largo collection by Quick•Step® for the
ground floor of their new home:

"The extra wide and extra long planks (over
2 metres) made our living area more spacious.
The matt greyed oak with subtle text elements
makes for an instant holiday feel."

Industrial

character

Concrete tiles give your interior that typical industrial
character. If you like cool and sleek, try combining
them with grey interior elements. Or make things more
dynamic by adding bright, active colours.

POLISHED CONCRETE NATURAL i arte uf 1246

warm
tones
cosy & intimate
BLACK VARNISHED PALLISANDER, SHIPDECK i
lagune ur 1225

With a brown floor, you can use an accent wall as well
as subtle accessories. Brown perfectly combines with
yellow tones, soft orange and red. And also with fresh
white and green that provide an excellent contrast with
the earthen appearance of the brown laminate
floor. It's like creating your own spa.

TIP

A warm floor gives every interior that
homely feeling. Warm floors are
especially suited for a TV or sitting
corner, bedrooms or bathrooms. Give
the walls and the ceiling a neutral
basic colour for example. Enhance the
feeling of comfort and safety by
applying a dominant colour on one
wall: terracotta, warm anthracite grey
or dark violet. Cushions, curtains and
the correct lighting add the finishing
touch.

CHOOSE YOUR favourite
floor WITH THE floor
advisor!

Upload a picture of your own home interior and
discover which mood the different Quick•Step®
floors can create. The floor advisor helps you find
your dream floor!
Visit www.quick-step.com.

Looking for a floor that excels in design and
technology? Select ”Designers’ Choice”, the
label awarded by Quick•Step® designers to
floors that are unique and trendy.

OLD WHITE OAK DARK PLANKS i elite ue 1496

10 - 11
WARM TONES 
PANGA DOUBLE PLANK i classic qst 027

second life
Giving materials a second lease of life is currently all the rage. Floors with a
weathered look give your interior a rustic character. Why not try chestnut
planks with a weathered structure and subtle gloss variation, dips and notches.
A sofa in ecru cotton, feather-soft wool plaids, a ceiling-high book cabinet, and
atmospheric lighting, photo frames, ... combine to complete the picture.

LIGHT GREY OILED OAK i classic qsm 034

white...

MARBLE carrara i arte uf 1400

Modern and sleek

White is the newest up and coming trend that’s
here to stay in floors, furniture and accessories
alike. You can use different tones of white to create
an ideal background that will show off all objects to
wonderful effect. Objets d’art for instance,
paintings, design furniture as well as
brightly coloured accessories all stand
out better. Choose dimmable lights if
possible. Direct light in a predominantly
white interior can produce quite
annoying reflections.

Modern marble
A matt structure gives classic marble a modern look. The 60 by
60 cm laminate tiles are especially suited for large spaces.

White with character
Worn parquet floors in old houses used to be painted white or black.
This would show off the worn structure to great advantage, giving
the interior lots of character. Quick•Step® creates floors that conjure
up typical character of years gone by. Character and visual impact
can also be enhanced by combining a white stylish floor with black
walls, doors and furniture pieces.

LUXURIOUS
& STYLISH
A black floor adds style to your
home. If you are looking to give
your sitting area an extra chic
aspect, choose the Dark vintage
oak (Largo collection). This will
give your room a luxurious
appearance, especially in
combination with bright colours for
your walls and ceiling, and a few
eye-catching decorative features.

…&
black

Got a white kitchen and want a contrasting floor? A dark tile
look could be the perfect solution.

slate dark i exquisa exq 1552

GIVE ADVICE



QUESTION

Can you use laminate
flooring on stairs?
ANSWER: Yes, of course. You can finish a new staircase or
renovate an existing flight of stairs with Quick•Step® (p. 106-107).
This applies to many different kinds of staircases: straight or spiral
staircase, with our without stair nose ... Needless to say you can
also finish a small set of steps in a room. You may want your stairs
to match your classic interior or a more contemporary finish: no
problem. Every stair profile is available in a design to match your
floor. An additional benefit: finishing your stairs with Quick•Step®
laminate floor is easy and affordable. If you're a bit of a dab hand
at DIY, you can finish the job in a day, with a minimal amount of
dust. And your stairs will match the rest of your home to perfection.

QUESTION

How do I keep my laminate
floor scratch free?

up to 10x more scratch resistant

ANSWER: Quick•Step® floors can take a few knocks. These
floors are perfectly suited to allow your children to play around on.
After years of research and investments in the area of durability, all
our floors were given the 'Scratch Guard' label. This guarantees
that Quick•Step® floors are up to ten times more scratch-resistant
than floors without 'Scratch Guard'. Which obviously doesn't
prevent dust, sand or grit from sticking to your shoes and scratching
your floor. A Quick•Step® doormat (p. 102) can prevent this from
happening. Soft casters under office chairs and the right protection
(felt or soft plastic) under furniture can also help keep your floor
scratch-free. But rest assured: all our Quick•Step® floors are
designed for a lifetime of living and playing!
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LARGO
EX TR A LONG AND EX TR A WIDE
PL ANKS WITH GROOVES

The Quick•Step® Largo planks are special
- in fact they are the longest and widest
planks in our range - and they’ll make your
room special too. At more than 2 metres
long, they exude class and say quality

WHITE VINTAGE OAK PLANKS i LARGO LPU 1285

16 - 17
largo
largo

It is a well-known fact that light
floors make a room feel bigger.
This white oak floor has a stylish
matt finish.

ROOM TO
circulate

WHITE VINTAGE OAK PLANKS i LARGO LPU 1285

PACIFIC
OAK
BEACHCOMBER
CHIC
Elements of the sea, beach and sun were our
source of inspiration for Pacific Oak. We started
with a grey oak that had been aged by the wind
and weather. To that, we added subtle texts and
images, and so took it to another level. The matt
varnish gives it the perfect finish.

Subtle prints lend this floor a unique character all of its own

18 - 19

largo
PACIFIC OAK PLANKS i LARGO LPU 1507

NATURAL
OAK
A mixture of tones and colours
within the same natural oak
palette make for a classic look
that is warm and inviting.

NATURAL VARNISHED OAK PLANKS i LARGO LPU 1284

20 - 21

largo

AuthentiC
oak

AUTHENTIC OAK PLANKS i LARGO LPU 1505

Nature often shows us the way
with its vast array of colours and
designs. This natural varnished
merbau is a beautiful example.

The mix of light and dark
colours in this variety of wood
is further emphasised by the
sheen and the wide selection of
hues in the different planks. The
unique surface texture also feels
completely natural.

LET
NATURE
in

NATURAL VARNISHED MERBAU PLANKS i LARGO LPU 1288

22 - 23

largo

SUMPTUOUS
STYLE
There’s no better way of turning
a modern villa into a welcoming
home than by placing these
long, large planks in grey
rustic oak.

GREY RUSTIC OAK PLANKS i LARGO LPU 1399

LARGO
E X TR A LONG AND E X TR A WIDE
PL ANKS WITH GROOVES
Length: 205 cm
Width: 20,5 cm
Thickness: 9,5 mm		
1 box: ± 2,5215 m²

Light Rustic Oak Planks
Largo LPU 1396*

authentic oak Planks
> p. 21
Largo LPU 1505

Natural Varnished Oak Planks
Largo LPU 1284
> p. 20

pacific oak Planks
Largo LPU 1507

Natural Varnished Merbau Planks
Largo LPU 1288
> p. 22

Natural Oiled Wengé Planks
Largo LPU 1289

> The longest and widest selection of
Quick•Step® laminate planks
> Long planks give depth and create
an extra sense of space
> The unique grooves match the
character of the wood design
> No design repeats on the planks
> Colour variation between the various
planks for that natural effect

> p. 18-19

> Fast and easy to install thanks to the
Uniclic® system

INFO
Look for matching
skirting boards
and profiles
on page 98.

24 - 25

largo
White Varnished Oak Planks
Largo LPU 1283

Old Rustic Oak Planks
Largo LPU 1398*

White Vintage Oak Planks
Largo LPU 1285
> p. 17

Natural Rustic Oak Planks
Largo LPU 1397*

Grey Vintage Oak Planks
Largo LPU 1286

Grey Rustic Oak Planks
Largo LPU 1399*
> p. 23

Dark Vintage Oak Planks
Largo LPU 1287*

up to 10x more scratch resistant

Please note: moisture-resistant is not the same as moisture-proof. All spillages must be
mopped up immediately and water should never be left on the floor. The printed designs
give an idea of the actual colour and nuances of the pattern but are not true to nature. The
patterns shown are only a sample and are not fully representative of all the different nuances
within the design. For a representative view of the surface structure and joint-finishing of
a plank, take a look at the big samples on display and ask your dealer for more advice.
*These products have been produced using class 32 technology and components. Some of the
EN 13329 test methods are not fully applicable. For more information: www.quick-step.com

VOGUE
CL ASSIC, OAK INSPIRED
DESIGNS WITH REAL
SURFACE TEX TURE

Quick•Step® Vogue is a range of specialty
oak inspired designs with unique wear
resistant edges. They are solid, strong
and bursting with character, thanks to the
beautiful structure and the luxurious grain.

RUSTIC OAK COTTAGE PLANKS i VOGUE UVG 1392

26 - 27

vogue

RUSTIC
OAK
COTTAGE
Designed to evoke peace and
tranquillity, this floor design is
traditional yet modern.

RUSTIC OAK COTTAGE PLANKS i VOGUE UVG 1392

OAK WHITE PASSIONATA PLANKS i VOGUE UVG 1394

28 - 29

white oak
PASSIONATA
White is most certainly a trend these days.
In fact it's everywhere: in the design shop,
computer store, fashion world up to and
including the car showrooms! We were inspired
by this trend and developed a floor with the
character and glow of painted white oak. The
structure and finishing of the planks is based on
old 18th century castle floors. This floor is also
available in other colours.


vogue

white
oaK

WARM AND
INVITING
For a floor of true character and
grain, try rustic oak grey.

RUSTIC OAK GREY PLANKS i VOGUE UVG 1393

30 - 31

vogue

vogue

CL ASSIC, OAK INSPIRED
DESIGNS WITH RE AL
SURFACE TE X TURE

Length: 138 cm
Width: 15,6 cm
Thickness: 9,5 mm
1 box: ± 1,5070 m2

Oak White Passionata planks
Vogue UVG 1394*
> p. 28-29

Rustic Oak Light planks
Vogue UVG 1390*

Oak Beige passionata planks 
Vogue UVG 1395*

Rustic Oak Natural planks
Vogue UVG 1391*

Rustic Oak Cottage planks
> p. 27
Vogue UVG 1392*

Rustic Oak Grey planks
Vogue UVG 1393*
> p. 30

> A fashionable range that is both
complex and tactile
> Unique edging matching the wood
design
> The subtle grooves are protected
with the same wear resistant
laminate as the floor itself (patented
technology)
> Subtle gloss variations within a
plank
> Fast and easy to install thanks to the
Uniclic® system

INFO
Look
for matching
skirting boards
and profiles
on page 98.

UNIQUE SURFACE STRUCTURE

up to 10x more scratch resistant

Please note: moisture-resistant is not the same as moisture-proof. All spillages must be
mopped up immediately and water should never be left on the floor. The printed designs
give an idea of the actual colour and nuances of the pattern but are not true to nature. The
patterns shown are only a sample and are not fully representative of all the different nuances
within the design. For a representative view of the surface structure and joint-finishing of
a plank, take a look at the big samples on display and ask your dealer for more advice.
*These products have been produced using class 32 technology and components. Some of the
EN 13329 test methods are not fully applicable. For more information: www.quick-step.com

country
Exclusive planks with
traditional look and feel

Quick•Step® Country brings the traditions
of artisan craftsmanship and luxury at an
affordable price. Every plank has recessed
edges, just as you would expect with felledtimber floors.

Natural varnished oak planks i COUNTRY U 1012

32 - 33

country

Tradition and character doesn’t
get any better than this naturally
varnished Quick•Step® Country
floor.

Understated
and
timeless

Natural varnished oak planks i COUNTRY U 1012

Simple
is best
Wild Maple planks are a joy in
their simplicity and colour.
Their hand crafted appearance
and gentle sloping edges are
just as you would expect in a
floor of this class.

Wild maple amber planks i country u 1015

34 - 35

country
dark varnished oak planks i country u 1013

Combine
the old
with
the new
A new floor - and perhaps a
modern sofa - in a traditional
older decor works remarkably
well.

Oak colonial planks i country u 1030

36 - 37

country

country
E XCLUSIVE PL ANKS WITH
TR ADITIONAL LOOK AND FEEL
Length: 138 cm
Width: 15,6 cm
Thickness: 9,5 mm
1 box: ± 1,5070 m2

Wild maple natural Varnished Planks
country u 1014*

Worn Oak Planks
country uf 1160*
The worn effect of this floor reinforces the traditional
look & feel

Natural Varnished Oak planks
country u 1012*
> p. 33

Wild maple amber planks
> p. 34
country u 1015*

Oak Colonial planks
> p. 36
country u 1030*

Dark varnished Oak planks
country u 1013*
> p. 35

> Traditional hand-planed look
> Gently recessed edges all round
> Fast and easy to install thanks to
the Uniclic® system

INFO
Look
for matching
skirting boards
and profiles
on page 98.

Wild maple colonial planks
country u 1031*

up to 10x more scratch resistant

Please note: moisture-resistant is not the same as moisture-proof. All spillages must be
mopped up immediately and water should never be left on the floor. The printed designs
give an idea of the actual colour and nuances of the pattern but are not true to nature. The
patterns shown are only a sample and are not fully representative of all the different nuances
within the design. For a representative view of the surface structure and joint-finishing of
a plank, take a look at the big samples on display and ask your dealer for more advice.
*These products have been produced using class 32 technology and components. Some of the EN
13329 test methods are not fully applicable. For more info: www.quick-step.com

rustic
TRULY AUTHENTIC PL ANKS WITH
A RUSTIC LOOK AND FEEL

The Quick•Step® Rustic range has an
ideal length and width dimension that
make smaller rooms seem bigger. It has a
particularly natural look and feel with a
pronounced surface texture and bevels, and
is an excellent choice for people looking for
tradition and style.

white oak natural planks i rustic ric 1498

38 - 39

rustic

A natural floor that fits in any
interior. Because of the many
structures and the contrast of the
colour it gives the floor a lively
feeling.

White
Oak
Natural

white oak natural planks i rustic ric 1498

american
cherry
This glossy floor with a beautiful
bevel gives your interior a warm
feeling. Which contributes to a
cozy atmosphere.

american cherry planks i rustic ric 1414

pacific walnut planks i rustic ric 1415

40 - 41

rustic

While a Quick•Step® floor is
certainly made to be lived on,
it is also there to be admired.
This particular rustic floor is
made to fit with almost any
style of interior either modern,
traditional or exotic - or a mix of
all three!

rustic
TRULY AUTHENTIC PL ANKS
WITH A RUSTIC LOOK AND FEEL
Length: 120 cm
Width: 12,3 cm
Thickness: 8 mm
1 box: ± 1,7770 m2

> Ideal length and width dimension
that give smaller rooms that
bigger look
> Authentic surface
> The most realistic hardwood edge
ever seen (planks that let you roll
over the edge)
> Fast and easy to install thanks to
the Uniclic system

INFO
Look
for matching
skirting boards
and profiles
on page 98.

coffee bean hickory planks i rustic ric 1427

42 - 43

rustic
white oak light planks
rustic ric 1497*

white oak natural planks
rustic ric 1498*
> p. 39

american cherry planks
> p. 40
rustic ric 1414*

white oak brown planks
rustic ric 1429*

exotic maple planks
rustic ric 1416*

pacific walnut planks
> p. 41
rustic ric 1415*

white oak dark planks
rustic ric 1430*

coffee bean hickory planks
> p. 42
rustic ric 1427*

up to 10x more scratch resistant

Please note: moisture-resistant is not the same as moisture-proof. All spillages must be
mopped up immediately and water should never be left on the floor. The printed designs
give an idea of the actual colour and nuances of the pattern but are not true to nature.
The patterns shown are only a sample and are not fully representative of all the different
nuances within the design. For a representative view of the surface structure and jointfinishing of a plank, take a look at the big samples on display and ask your dealer for
more advice.
*These products have been produced using class 32 technology and components. Some of the EN
13329 test methods are not fully applicable. For more info: www.quick-step.com

eligna
perspective

®

BEAUTIFUL PL ANK FLOORS
WITH OR WITHOUT GROOVES

The Quick•Step® Eligna and Perspective®
collections are strikingly beautiful thanks
to the excellent balance between length
and width. If you lay these solid, extended
plank floors without grooves (Eligna), you’ll
generate a soft and tasteful effect. With
grooves (Perspective®), you’ll be expanding
the optical perspective of your interior.

NEW

Eligna Wide and Perspective® Wide
add an extra dimension to this
collection. These natural floors have
extra wide planks that show off their
rustic patterns to best advantage.

MORNING OAK LIGHT PLANKS i PERSPECTIVE wide ulw 1535 (ALSO AVAILABLE WITHOUT GROOVE)

NEW

MORNING OAK LIGHT PLANKS i PERSPECTIVE wide ulw 1535 (ALSO AVAILABLE WITHOUT GROOVE)

eligna - perspective

44 - 45

SILKY-SOFT
LOOK

White Wengé floors with white
walls show off the light to best
effect. The grooves give the
effect of making the room feel
deeper and wider. The contrast
of matt and gloss on this floor
is typical in this attractive
Designer’s Choice floor.

WONDERFUL
Wengé

Wengé PASSIONATA planks i PERSPECTIVE UL 1300 (also available without v-groove)

This timeless floor comes into
its own in traditional as well as
modern interiors. The absence
of wood knots produces a soft
appearance with an elegant
look and feel.

NEW

OAK WHITE OILED PLANKS i PERSPECTIVE wide ufw 1538 (also available without groove)


eligna - perspective
46 - 47

ELEGANT
IN OAK

reclaimed CHESTNUT

RECLAIMED CHESTNUT NATURAL PLANKS i PERSPECTIVE wide ufw 1541 (also available without groove)

e
eligna - perspective
48 - 49

natural

NEW

warm and
EARTHEN
This floor has a weathered look: the effect
of natural cracks, woodworm and nail holes
enhances its authenticity. Combined with
unrivalled differences in glossiness, this floor
brings natural class. The floor is ideal for a
country home as well as industrial interior
styles.

Perfect
for living
And for living rooms.
Which ever type of floor you
choose - Quick•Step®
Perspective® with V-grooves or
Quick•Step® Eligna without
them - you’ll appreciate just how
easy and straightforward it is to
maintain these floors in perfect
condition.

OLD OAK MATT OILED PLANKS i eligna u 312 (ALSO AVAILABLE WITH V-GROOVE)

The kitchen is the heart of the
home. It’s the perfect place to
install this Vintage Oak Natural
Varnished floor.
It’s made to withstand the wear
and tear of everyday life.


eligna - perspective
50 - 51

entertain
in style

VINTAGE OAK NATURAL VARNISHED PLANKS i eligna u 995 (ALSO AVAILABLE WITH V-GROOVE)

wash
effect

NE W
E
PL ANK SIZ

First jeans and now laminate.
Here too, the wash effect is
seen to create beautiful shades
of colour with an unseen stylish
design as a result.

eligna wide
PLANK FLOOR WITHOUT GROOVE

NEW

Code UW
Length: 138 cm
Width: 19 cm
Thickness: 8 mm
1 box: ± 1,8354 m2

perspective wide
®

PLANK FLOOR WITH GROOVE
CODE ULW
Length: 137,6 cm
Width: 19 cm
Thickness: 9,5 mm
1 box: ± 1,5686 m2
CODE UFW
Length: 138 cm
Width: 19 cm
Thickness: 9,5 mm
1 box: ± 1,5732 m2

0

2

Eligna code UW:
without grooves

Perspective® code ULW:
with 2 grooves

0

4

Impression

Eligna code UMW: without
grooves, accentuates transition between the floor panels

Perspective® code UFW:
with 4 grooves

> Plank is 19 cm wide to make the
weathered character of the floor
stand out even more
> Unique edge bevelling highlights
the plank effect
> Large, natural colour variation
between the various planks
> Fast and easy to install thanks to
the Uniclic® system

INFO
Look
for matching
skirting boards
and profiles
on page 98.
Please note: moisture-resistant is not the same as moisture-proof. All spillages must be mopped
up immediately and water should never be left on the floor. The printed designs give an idea
of the actual colour and nuances of the pattern but are not true to nature. The patterns shown
are only a sample and are not fully representative of all the different nuances within the
design. For a representative view of the surface structure and joint-finishing of a plank, take a
look at the big samples on display and ask your dealer for more advice.

Fumed Oak dark planks i eligna wide uw 1540 (also available with groove)

*These products have been produced using class 32 technology and components.
Some of the EN 13329 test methods are not fully applicable. For more information:
www.quick-step.com

Morning Oak light planks
eligna wide UW 1535 (WITHOUT GROOVES)
perspective wide ULW 1535 (WITH 2 GROOVES)
perspective wide ufW 1535 (WITH 4 GROOVES)

> p. 45

NEW

Oak planks with saw cuts nature
eligna wide UW 1548* (WITHOUT GROOVES)
perspective wide ULW 1548* (WITH 2 GROOVES)
perspective wide ufW 1548* (WITH 4 GROOVES)

NEW

Reclaimed Chestnut brown planks
eligna wide UW 1544* (WITHOUT GROOVES)
perspective wide ULW 1544* (WITH 2 GROOVES)
perspective wide ufW 1544* (WITH 4 GROOVES)

up to 10x more scratch resistant

NEW

Oak white oiled planks
eligna wide UW 1538 (WITHOUT GROOVES)
perspective wide ULW 1538 (WITH 2 GROOVES)
perspective wide ufW 1538 (WITH 4 GROOVES)

> p. 47

NEW

Reclaimed Chestnut natural planks
eligna wide UW 1541* (WITHOUT GROOVES)
perspective wide ULW 1541* (WITH 2 GROOVES)
perspective wide ufW 1541* (WITH 4 GROOVES)

> p. 48-49

NEW

Fumed Oak dark planks
eligna wide UW 1540 (WITHOUT GROOVES)
perspective wide ULW 1540 (WITH 2 GROOVES)
perspective wide ufW 1540 (WITH 4 GROOVES)

> p. 52

NEW

oak natural oiled planks 
eligna wide UW 1539 (WITHOUT GROOVES)
perspective wide ULW 1539 (WITH 2 GROOVES)
perspective wide ufW 1539 (WITH 4 GROOVES)

NEW

Reclaimed Chestnut antique planks
eligna wide UW 1543* (WITHOUT GROOVES)
perspective wide ULW 1543* (WITH 2 GROOVES)
perspective wide ufW 1543* (WITH 4 GROOVES)


eligna - perspective
52 - 53

NEW

eligna
PLANK FLOOR
WITHOUT V- GROOVE
Code U
Length: 138 cm
Width: 15,6 cm
Thickness: 8 mm
1 box: ± 1,7222 m2

perspective

®

PLANK FLOOR WITH V- GROOVE
CODE UL
Length: 137,6 cm
Width: 15,6 cm
Thickness: 9,5 mm
1 box: ± 1,5026 m2

wengé passionata planks
eligna u 1300 (WITHOUT GROOVES)
perspective ul 1300 (WITH 2 GROOVES)
perspective uf 1300 (WITH 4 GROOVES)

> p. 46

White brushed pine planks
eligna u 1235 (WITHOUT GROOVES)
perspective ul 1235 (WITH 2 GROOVES)
perspective uf 1235 (WITH 4 GROOVES)

CODE UF
Length: 138 cm
Width: 15,6 cm
Thickness: 9,5 mm
1 box: ± 1,5070 m2

0

2

Eligna code U:
without grooves

Perspective® code UL:
with 2 grooves

0

Natural varnished oak planks
eligna u 896 (WITHOUT GROOVES)
perspective ul 896 (WITH 2 GROOVES)
perspective uf 896 (WITH 4 GROOVES)

Antique oak planks
eligna u 861 (without grooves)
perspective ul 861 (with 2 grooves)
perspective uf 861 (with 4 grooves)

Oiled Walnut Planks
eligna u 1043 (WITHOUT GROOVES)
perspective ul 1043 (WITH 2 GROOVES)
perspective uf 1043 (WITH 4 GROOVES)

4

Impression

Eligna code UM: without
grooves, accentuates transition between the floor panels

Vintage oak natural varnished planks
eligna u 995 (WITHOUT GROOVES)
> p. 51
perspective ul 995 (WITH 2 GROOVES)
perspective uF 995 (WITH 4 GROOVES)

Perspective® code UF:
with 4 grooves

> Grooves create depth in your room
> Elegant plank format
> Large, natural colour variation
between the various planks
> Fast and easy to install thanks to the
Uniclic® system

INFO
Look for
matching
skirting boards
and profiles
on page 98.

Wengé planks
eligna u 1000 (without grooves)
perspective ul 1000 (with 2 grooves)
perspective uf 1000 (with 4 grooves)

e
eligna - perspective
54 - 55
White varnished Oak planks
eligna u 915 (without grooves)
perspective ul 915 (with 2 grooves)
perspective uf 915 (with 4 grooves)

Varnished beech planks
eligna u 866 (WITHOUT GROOVES)
perspective uL 866 (WITH 2 GROOVES)
perspective uF 866 (WITH 4 GROOVES)

Natural varnished cherry planks
eligna u 864 (WITHOUT GROOVES)
perspective uL 864 (WITH 2 GROOVES)
perspective uF 864 (WITH 4 GROOVES)

Harvest oak planks
eligna u 860 (without grooves)
perspective ul 860 (with 2 grooves)
perspective uf 860 (with 4 grooves)

Old oak matt oiled planks
eligna u 312 (WITHOUT GROOVES)
> p. 50
perspective ul 312 (WITH 2 GROOVES)
perspective uf 312 (WITH 4 GROOVES)

Dark varnished Oak planks
eligna u 918 (without grooves)
perspective ul 918 (with 2 grooves)
perspective uf 918 (with 4 grooves)

Vintage oak dark varnished Planks
eligna u 1001 (without grooves)
perspective ul 1001 (with 2 grooves)
perspective uf 1001 (with 4 grooves)

Homage Oak Natural Oiled Planks
eligna u 1157 (without grooves)
perspective ul 1157 (with 2 grooves)
perspective uf 1157 (with 4 grooves)
uf 1157 can be combined seamlessly with arte uf 1155
Ask your dealer for more advice

Merbau planks
eligna u 996 (WITHOUT GROOVES)
perspective ul 996 (WITH 2 GROOVES)
perspective uf 996 (WITH 4 GROOVES)

up to 10x more scratch resistant

Please note: moisture-resistant is not the same as moisture-proof. All spillages must be mopped
up immediately and water should never be left on the floor. The printed designs give an idea of
the actual colour and nuances of the pattern but are not true to nature. The patterns shown are
only a sample and are not fully representative of all the different nuances within the design. For
a representative view of the surface structure and joint-finishing of a plank, take a look at the
big samples on display and ask your dealer for more advice.

elite
PL ANK FLOORS WITH
SUBTLE EDGING

This high class floor range with subtle edges
is elegant and stylish and because they join
together seamlessly - like all Quick•Step®
floors - there is never any dust or dirt
between the joints.

OLD OAK LIGHT GREY PLANKS i Elite UE 1406

You’ll also love how easy these
floors are to install and maintain.
This matt oak pattern is natural
and in perfect harmony with the
decor of the dining room.

OLD OAK LIGHT GREY PLANKS i Elite UE 1406

56 - 57

Elite

LOVE THIS
LOOK

OLD WHITE
OAK
DARK
Old white oak dark is a floor
with a rough texture. This texture
in combination with soft colours
infuses your home interior with a
sense of soothing relaxation.

OLD WHITE OAK dark PLANKS i elite UE 1496

58 - 59

Elite
OLD WHITE OAK NATURAL PLANKS i elite UE 1493

WHITE OAK MEDIUM PLANKS i elite UE 1492

CAPTIVATING

elite

With 12 different Quick•Step®
Elite designs, there is certainly at
least one that will fit “your” style.

PL ANK FLOOR WITH
SUBTLE EDGING
Length: 138 cm
Width: 15,6 cm
Thickness: 8 mm
1 box: ± 1,7222 m2

Ligth Grey Varnished Oak Planks
ELITE UE 1304

> Elegant plank format
> Subtle V-groove around the planks
> Fast and easy to install with
Uniclic®

Old White Oak natural Planks
> p. 59
ELITE UE 1493

INFO
Look
for matching
skirting boards
and profiles
on page 98.

Dark Grey Varnished Oak Planks
> p. 60
ELITE UE 1305

Dark Grey Varnished Oak Planks i Elite UE 1305

60 - 61

Elite
Worn Light Oak Planks
ELITE UE 1303

White Oak light Planks
ELITE UE 1491

Old Oak Light Grey Planks
ELITE UE 1406
> p. 57

White Oak medium Planks
> p. 59
ELITE UE 1492

Old Oak Natural Planks
ELITE UE 1387

Old Oak Grey Planks
ELITE UE 1388

Old Oak Dark Planks
ELITE UE 1389

Black Varnished Oak Planks
ELITE UE 1306

Old White Oak dark Planks
ELITE UE 1496
> p. 58

up to 10x more scratch resistant

Please note: moisture-resistant is not the same as moisture-proof. All spillages must be mopped
up immediately and water should never be left on the floor. The printed designs give an idea of
the actual colour and nuances of the pattern but are not true to nature. The patterns shown are
only a sample and are not fully representative of all the different nuances within the design. For
a representative view of the surface structure and joint-finishing of a plank, take a look at the big
samples on display and ask your dealer for more advice.

lagune
BATHROOM FLOORS –
ALSO SUITABLE FOR
OTHER ROOMS

With the Lagune floors, Quick•Step® has
produced a range of ship-deck floors
particularly suitable for bathrooms.
These designs can also be used in other
rooms around the house.

GREY TEAK, SHIPDECK i lagune ur 1205

62 - 63

lagune

This modern bathroom shows
off a grey teak Lagune floor to
excellent effect. Its clean lines
and sleek style complement
the decoration and fittings to
perfection.

WALK THE
PLANKS!

GREY TEAK, SHIPDECK i lagune ur 1205

TALL, DARK
AND
HANDSOME
The double door reveals that we
are in the stately bathroom of
a 1902 town house. The retro
style follows naturally the rest
of the house's interior and is
perfectly emphasised by the dark
varnished shipdeck floor.

VINTAGE OAK DARK VARNISHED, SHIPDECK i lagune UR 1035

64 - 65

lagune

STARBOARD
BOW
AHOY!

NATURAL VARNISHED OAK, SHIPDECK i lagune ur 946

This stunning merbau shipdeck
floor is ideal for this traditional
and seductive decor. It’s a
perfect place to just sit back,
relax and let the world go by.

MERBAU, SHIPDECK i lagune ur 1032

This contemporary bathroom is
a multi-functional room. For the
children it’s a place where they
can splash and play and not
worry if the floor gets a bit wet.

For you, it’s an oasis of peace
and quiet - a place to wash
away a long day. With
Quick•Step® Lagune flooring
you can have both.

YOUR OWN
PERSONAL
SPA

BLACK VARNISHED PALLISANDER, SHIPDECK i lagune ur 1225

66 - 67

lagune

lagune

BATHROOM FLOORS – ALSO
SUITABLE FOR OTHER ROOMS
Length: 138,05 cm
Width: 9,98 cm
Thickness: 8 mm
1 box: ± 1,6532 m2

Grey Teak, shipdeck
lagune ur 1205

Natural varnished oak, shipdeck
lagune ur 946
> p. 65

> p. 63

> For bathroom floors, also suitable
for use in other rooms
> When using Seal & Click: 10-year
bathroom guarantee (page 111)
> With anti-slip rubber strip
> Wide natural colour variation
(light/dark) per pattern
> Fast and easy to install thanks to
the Uniclic® system

Vintage oak dark varnished, shipdeck
> p. 64
lagune ur 1035

Merbau, shipdeck
lagune ur 1032

> p. 65

INFO
Look
for matching
skirting boards
and profiles
on page 98.

Black varnished pallisander, shipdeck
> p. 66
lagune ur 1225

up to 10x more scratch resistant

Please note: moisture-resistant is not the same as moisture-proof. All spillages must
be mopped up immediately and water should never be left on the floor. The printed
designs give an idea of the actual colour and nuances of the pattern but are not true
to nature. The patterns shown are only a sample and are not fully representative of
all the different nuances within the design. For a representative view of the surface
structure and joint-finishing of a plank, take a look at the big samples on display and
ask your dealer for more advice.

When using
Seal & Click

classic
TR ADITIONAL L AMINATE FLOORS
WITHOUT V- GROOVES

Quick•Step® Classic is more than just a
laminate floor. In this range you will find a
combination of relationships between colour
and style and a natural look and feel.

BLEACHED WHITE TEAK i CLASSIC QSM 031

LET THE
SUNSHINE
IN

BLEACHED WHITE TEAK i CLASSIC QSM 031

68 - 69

classic

Children’s bedrooms - by
definition - are places that need
to be cosy and inviting.
This white-painted teak floor
creates the right atmosphere for
play - and it’s hard wearing too,
it will last for years.

MIND OVER
MATTER
It’s a joy to sit in your favourite
arm chair and read your book.
It’s even more comforting to
know that your Quick•Step®
floor will keep its soft sheen
for many years to come as
Quick•Step® floors have a 20
year warranty.

LIGHT GREY OILED OAK i CLASSIC QSM 034

70 - 71

classic

This floor gives a sense of calm
and inner quietness.
It is a floor with a traditional yet
classic look.

MIDNIGHT
OAK
NATURAL

MIDNIGHT OAK NATURAL i classic QSM 057

When your kitchen/dining room
is the heart of your home, it’s
important that it’s easy to keep
clean. Messy kids (and even
messier adults) are a test for any
floor - whatever they may say.

Like all Quick•Step® products,
these matt oiled planks with their
reflective shine are of top quality
and super easy to install - and so
are perfect for living rooms, and
kitchens.

DINNER’S
READY

OLD OAK DARK i classic QSM 039

72 - 73

classic

classic

TR ADITIONAL L AMINATE
FLOORS WITHOUT V- GROOVES
Length: 120 cm
Width: 19 cm
Thickness: 7 mm
1 box: ± 1,8240 m2

bleached white teak
classic QSM 031

0

0

Classic code QST:
without grooves

> p. 69

Nordic Pine
classic QST 041

Impression

Classic code QSM: without
grooves, accentuates transition
between the floor panels

> Traditional laminate floor
> Quick•Step® quality, also in the
basic range
> Single, double and triple-plank
designs
> Fast and easy to install thanks to
the Uniclic® system

White Ash
classic QST 056

Enhanced maple
classic qst 016

Light Birch 3 Plank 
classic qst 025

Enhanced beech
classic QST 015

INFO
Look
for matching
skirting boards
and profiles
on page 98.

up to 10x more scratch resistant

Please note: moisture-resistant is not the same as moisture-proof. All spillages must be mopped
up immediately and water should never be left on the floor. The printed designs give an idea of
the actual colour and nuances of the pattern but are not true to nature. The patterns shown are
only a sample and are not fully representative of all the different nuances within the design. For
a representative view of the surface structure and joint-finishing of a plank, take a look at the big
samples on display and ask your dealer for more advice.

classic
TR ADITIONAL L AMINATE
FLOORS WITHOUT V- GROOVES
Length: 120 cm
Width: 19 cm
Thickness: 7 mm
1 box: ± 1,8240 m2

0

0

Classic code QST:
without grooves

Enhanced vintage oak white
classic qst 028

bleached white oak
classic QSM 032

Enhanced oak natural varnished
classic qst 013

Midnight Oak Natural
classic qsM 057
> p. 71

Enhanced merbau
classic QST 017

Old Oak Naturel
classic QSM 037

Enhanced vintage oak dark
classic QST 030

Old Oak Grey
classic QSM 038

Impression

Classic code QSM: without
grooves, accentuates transition
between the floor panels

> Traditional laminate floor
> Quick•Step® quality, also in the
basic range
> Single, double and triple-plank
designs
> Fast and easy to install thanks to
the Uniclic® system

INFO
Look
for matching
skirting boards
and profiles
on page 98.

up to 10x more scratch resistant

Please note: moisture-resistant is not the same as moisture-proof. All
spillages must be mopped up immediately and water should never be
left on the floor. The printed designs give an idea of the actual colour and
nuances of the pattern but are not true to nature. The patterns shown are
only a sample and are not fully representative of all the different nuances
within the design. For a representative view of the surface structure and
joint-finishing of a plank, take a look at the big samples on display and
ask your dealer for more advice.

74 - 75

classic
Old Oak Light Grey
classic QSM 040

Natural beech
classic qst 009

Planked oak
classic qst 008

natural varnished oak
classic QSM 033

Enhanced vintage oak natural
classic qst 029

Enhanced cherry
classic QST 004

Midnight Oak Brown
classic qsM 058

light grey oiled oak
classic QSM 034

> p. 70

Panga Double Plank
classic qst 027

brown oiled oak
classic QSM 035

Old Oak Dark
classic QSM 039

> p. 72

dark grey oiled oak
classic QSM 036

creo
MODERN L AMINATE FLOORS
WITHOUT V- GROOVES

In addition to the single-plank designs, the
demand for floors with multiple bonded strips
is on the increase. Quick•Step® has been
working hard on the Creo range making the
width of the boards in line with the character
and style of each kind of wood.

WHITE ASH 7 STRIP i creo QSG 051

76 - 77

creo
WHITE ASH 7 STRIP i creo QSG 051

EXPAND YOUR
HORIZONS
The decision to live with an exotic
floor is easy when you have this
10-strip Wengé floor available.
It’s dark and mysterious and
perfect for evenings by the fire.

creo
MODERN L AMINATE FLOORS
WITHOUT V- GROOVES
Length: 120 cm
Width: 19 cm
Thickness: 7 mm
1 box: ± 1,8240 m2

White Ash 7 strip
creo QSG 051

> p. 77

> Quick•Step® quality, in the basic
range too
> Two, three-, four-, five-, seven- or
ten-strip designs
> Fast and easy to install thanks to
the Uniclic® system
Butter Birch 2 strip
creo QSG 052

INFO
Look
for matching
skirting boards
and profiles
on page 98.

Wengé 10 STRIP i creo QSG 047

Jungle Plum 2 strip
creo QSG 055

Wengé 10 strip
creo QSG 047

> p. 78

78 - 79

creo
Brushed Teak 5 strip
creo QSG 042

Light Maple 5 strip
creo QSG 046

White Varnished French Oak 4 strip
creo QSG 043

Adam's Apple 2 strip
creo QSG 053

Natural Varnished French Oak 4 strip
creo QSG 044

Natural Varnished Oak Planks
creo QSG 048

Homage Oak Grey Oiled Planks
creo QSG 049

Chocolate Oak 3 strip
creo QSG 054

Grey Varnished French Oak 4 strip
creo QSG 045

up to 10x more scratch resistant

Please note: moisture-resistant is not the same as moisture-proof. All spillages must be mopped
up immediately and water should never be left on the floor. The printed designs give an idea of
the actual colour and nuances of the pattern but are not true to nature. The patterns shown are
only a sample and are not fully representative of all the different nuances within the design. For
a representative view of the surface structure and joint-finishing of a plank, take a look at the big
samples on display and ask your dealer for more advice.

arte
MAGNIFICENT TILES
WITH SUBTLE V- GROOVES

Quick•Step® is setting the trend with these
unique, large floor tiles. They combine the
charm and durability of an original floor
with the practical benefits of laminate.
Make your house a home.

MARBLE CARRARA TILES i Arte UF 1400

80 - 81

arte

This remarkable marble look
floor is possible through the
incredible Quick•Step® Arte
collection. The Carrara inspired
tiles are exceptionally life-like
and exude luxury and class.

AMAZING
SPACE

MARBLE CARRARA TILES i Arte UF 1400

LAVISH
OPULENCE
These decorated Versailles
white oiled tiles are the perfect
finishing touch for this grand
country house. You can clearly
see how one seam is higher
than another on the same tile.

VERSAILLES WHITE OILED TILES i arte uf 1248

82 - 83

In addition, a magnificent oiled
oak design gives this floor
exceptional charm.


arte

These hard-wearing
Quick•Step® Arte tiles are
perfect for an entrance hall.
Their large size - 62,4 cm by
62,4 cm - give this space a bold
and solid look.

WELCOME
HOME

VERSAILLES LIGHT TILES i Arte UF 1155

Polished concrete is a great
idea until it cracks in the wrong
places. These easy to lay tiles
are a clean and affordable

alternative, and because
they’re from Quick•Step® they are easy to maintain and
are guaranteed to last for a
minimum of 25 years.

BEAUTIFUL
BY DESIGN

POLISHED CONCRETE NATURAL TILES i arte uf 1246

84 - 85

arte

If your home looks like this one
- or you’d like it to - then these
large leather-look tiles are for
you. The tiles have a modified
surface structure and are edged
with subtle V-grooves.

OUT OF THE
ORDINARY

LEATHER TILE DARK i Arte UF 1402

When you’ve got it, flaunt it.
The combination of these dark
Quick•Step® Arte concrete tiles
and large white walls make a
very contemporary statement.

SHOWCASE
YOUR STYLE

POLISHED CONCRETE DARK TILES i Arte UF 1247

86 - 87

arte

arte

MAGNIFICENT TILES WITH
SUBTLE V- GROOVES
Length: 62,4 cm
Width: 62,4 cm
Thickness: 9,5 mm
1 box: ± 1,5575 m2

> Large floor tiles

Marble Carrara
arte UF 1400

Versailles white oiled
arte uf 1248*
> p. 82

> p. 81

> A range of various designs with a
real surface texture feel
> Each tile has a subtle V-groove
round it
> 9.5 mm thick (more solid sound)
> Wood designs: authentic character
thanks to the structure you can
actually feel
> Fast and easy to install thanks to
the Uniclic® system

INFO
Look
for matching
skirting boards
and profiles
on page 98.

Leather Tile Dark
arte UF 1402
> p. 85

up to 10x more scratch resistant

Polished concrete natural
> p. 84
arte uf 1246

Versailles Light
arte uf 1155*

> p. 83

Leather Tile Light
arte UF 1401

• can be combined seamlessly
with perspective uf 1157

Polished concrete dark
> p. 86
arte UF 1247

Please note: moisture-resistant is not the same as moisture-proof. All spillages must be mopped
up immediately and water should never be left on the floor. The printed designs give an idea of
the actual colour and nuances of the pattern but are not true to nature. The patterns shown are
only a sample and are not fully representative of all the different nuances within the design. For
a representative view of the surface structure and joint-finishing of a plank, take a look at the big
samples on display and ask your dealer for more advice.
*These products have been produced using class 32 technology and components. Some of the
EN 13329 test methods are not fully applicable. For more info: www.quick-step.com
• Ask your dealer for advice on possible combinations.

exquisa
POPUL AR TILE DESIGNS WITH
A TACTILE SURFACE STRUCTURE
(UNICLIC ® MULTIFIT TECHNOLOGY)

NEW TILE N
IO
COLLECT

Innovative plank floor. A unique concept
with the large plank (± 120 x 40 cm)
serving as the basis for 4 possible views.
You will discover 1, 2 or 3 separate tiles per
plank thanks to the subtle cross joints. The
multi-pattern version goes even further with
extra deep joints that create an attractive
interplay of lines, showing off your floor to
full advantage.

CERAMIC LIGHT i exquisa EXQ 1554

The structure and range of
colour shades in this tile bring
a truly authentic style to your
home. Combined with the
unique multi-pattern, the floor is
versatile and stylish.

NEW

CERAMIC LIGHT i exquisa EXQ 1554

88 - 89

exquisa

A FLOOR
WITH
CHARACTER

A highly relished floor design by
virtue of its exceptional beauty.
The excellent balance between
old-time charm and modern
timelessness see this floor uniting
old and new to perfection.

OLD AND NEW
TOGETHER
AGAIN
NEW

TIVOLI TRAVERTINE i exquisa exq 1556

90 - 91

exquisa

The fabric look is gaining
popularity again. This floor is
perfectly geared to this trend. Its
striking top structure brings the
soft and relaxing look and feel
of carpet to your interior.

PEACEFUL
FABRIC

NEW

CRAFTED TEXTILE i exquisa exq 1557

SLATE dark i exquisa exq 1552

NEW

THE POWER
OF STONE
A floor with the unique properties of an
equally unique type of stone. Slate is created
out of the natural on river and seabeds, giving
it its varied structure. This floor is timeless and
traditional all at the same time. The stylish
design brings unspoilt nature into your home.

SLATE BLACK GALAXY i exquisa exq 1551

92 - 93

exquisa

SLATE

exquisa
POPUL AR TILE DESIGNS WITH A
TAC TILE SURFACE STRUC TURE
(UNICLIC ® MULTIFIT TECHNOLOGY)
Length: 122,4 cm
Width: 40,8 cm
Thickness: 8 mm
1 box: ± 1 m2

NEW TILE N
IO
COLLECT
Long side
Short side
1 PLANK WITH 4 POSSIBLE VIEWS

2 TILES IN 1
> Subtle joints accentuate every tile
of your floor
> Playful and exciting: 1 plank
subdivided into one or more tiles

61,2 x 40,8 cm

61,2 x 40,8 cm

> Easy to lay in bond thanks to
provided marking
> Fast and easy to lay thanks to the
large laying format and Uniclic®
Multifit technology

3 TILES IN 1

40,8 x 40,8 cm

INFO
Look
for matching
skirting boards
and profiles
on page 98.

40,8 x 40,8 cm

MULTI - PAT TERN

THE ENTIRE PL ANK AS DESIGN

40,8 x 40,8 cm

94 - 95

NEW

NEW

exquisa

NEW

Tivoli Travertine
exquisa EXQ 1556

Ceramic white
exquisa EXQ 1553*

NEW

Ceramic light
exquisa EXQ 1554*

Ceramic dark
exquisa EXQ 1555*

> p. 89

> p. 91

NEW

NEW

Slate dark
exquisa EXQ 1552*

NEW

Slate black
exquisa EXQ 1550*

Crafted Textile
exquisa EXQ 1557

> p. 90

> p. 92-93

NEW

Slate black galaxy
exquisa EXQ 1551*

> p. 93

up to 10x more scratch resistant

Please note: moisture-resistant is not the same as moisture-proof. All spillages must be mopped
up immediately and water should never be left on the floor. The printed designs give an idea of
the actual colour and nuances of the pattern but are not true to nature. The patterns shown are
only a sample and are not fully representative of all the different nuances within the design. For
a representative view of the surface structure and joint-finishing of a plank, take a look at the
big samples on display and ask your dealer for more advice.

*These products have been produced using class 32 technology and components. Some of the
EN 13329 test methods are not fully applicable. For more information: www.quick-step.com

DISCOVER ALL
THE QUICK•STEP®
ACCESSORIES
FOR A
PERFECTLY
FINISHED
FLOOR

98

Quick•Step® has developed matching solutions to finish
your Quick•Step® floors to perfection: from matching
skirting boards to cleaning products, underlays and
installation tools. Discover them here.

108
FINISHING
YOUR FLOOR
98

104

106

SKIRTING BOARDS

There’s a full range of skirting
boards to match every floor and
taste

FLOOR FINISHING

Use the Incizo® profile for a perfect
finish to your floor

FINISHING OR
RENOVATING STAIRS

Finish your stairs to perfection with
the Incizo® profile

96 - 97
ACCESSORIES

104

106

110

112

FAST
INSTALLATION
108

UNDERLAYS

110

EASY INSTALLATION

Quick•Step® has the perfect
underlay for each situation
Install your floor in no time thanks
to the patented Uniclic® and
Uniclic® Multifit system

CLEANING
AND WARRANTY
112

CLEAN & CARE

114

25-YEAR WARRANTY

115

RANGE OVERVIEW

Quick•Step® Cleaning kit and other
solutions to keep your floor in top
condition

Why Quick•Step® gives you
a 25-year warranty

Your guide for a perfect laminate
Quick•Step® floor

WHY QUICK•STEP®
SKIRTING
BOARDS?

CHOOSE
YOUR GENUINE
AND MATCHING
QUICK•STEP®
SKIRTING
BOARDS

1. MATCHING COLOURS
Quick•Step® has skirting boards
with perfectly matching colours
for every floor.

2. A WIDE CHOICE
The range includes skirting boards in different
heights, widths and shapes, so it's up to you to
choose the one you like best.

3. SCRATCH-RESISTANT LAMINATE
SKIRTING BOARDS
This means they can really take the rough and
tumble of every day life!

4. Quick•Step® WARRANTY
Skirting boards come with the same warranty as
Quick•Step® floors. That's years and years without
worries.

5. EASY TO INSTALL WITH
Quick•Step® Track

see page 99

Quick•Step® Clips
see page 100

Quick•Step® One4All Glue
see page 101

SKIRTING BOARDS  98 - 99
279 cm x 1,4 cm x 7,7 cm

204 cm x 1,4 cm x 10 cm

PARQUET SKIRTING QSPSKR(-)

LARGO PARQUET SKIRTING BOARD QSLPSKR(-)

The clean lines of the parquet skirting provide the final touch for
any plank floor.

The Quick•Step® Largo parquet skirting board was purposedeveloped to fit the longer and wider Largo planks.

On the back of the skirting board there is a groove to hide phone
or computer cables. If you click the skirting boards on the
Quick•Step® track, you can easily reach the cables at all times.
If you don't need the cable conduits, you can just glue the skirting
boards with Quick•Step® One4All glue.

Just like the parquet skirting, Largo parquet skirting boards also
have a groove for cables at the back. Click the skirting board on
the Quick•Step® track and you can easily reach the cables at all
times.

Quick•Step® TRACK QSTRACKPV240
Install the above skirting boards without a hitch using this made-tomeasure track. It can be attached to the wall with screws or with
Quick•Step® One4All glue. Simply click the skirting board onto it
and you're ready to go. Makes it possible to remove your skirting
board for access to phone or computer cables. Very handy if you
need to paint or paper the walls.

240 cm x 0,8 cm x 2,7 cm

240 cm x 1,2 cm x 5,8 cm

240 cm x 1,8 cm x 9 cm

STANDARD SKIRTING BOARD QSSKR(-)

HIGH SKIRTING BOARD QSHSKR(-)

A quality skirting board for every interior.

An extra high skirting board. An ideal solution for renovations.

TIP
The clips should be
installed at the same time
as your floor.

Quick•Step® Clips
Available for standard skirting and high skirting boards.
This revolutionary clip system for glueless and screwless
installation of skirting boards ensures easy installation, and a 50%
gain in time. The skirting board can be removed at any time. Very
handy if you need to paint or paper the walls. Ask your dealer for
the correct clips to fit your floor and skirting boards.
Content: 50 clips (you need 6 to 8 clips per skirting board
of 240 cm)

Standard skirting board
High skirting board

SKIRTING BOARDS 100 - 101
240 cm x 2,2 cm x 4,1 cm

240 cm x 1,7 cm x 1,7 cm

RUSTIC SKIRTING BOARD QSRSKR(-)

Scotia QSSCOT(-)

A traditional skirting board, which is ideally suited to hide
a wide expansion joint.

A discreet finish to your floor which can also be combined with an
existing skirting board if necessary.

TIP
Make sure the surface is
dry, dust and grease free.
Don’t apply too much
glue.

Quick•Step® One4ALL GLUE QSglue290
This multi-functional glue has been purpose-developed for fixing
all skirting boards swiftly and securely to the wall and for the
installation of the Incizo® profile and all its applications.
Content: 290 ml

PAINTABLE SKIRTING BOARD
A skirting board that everyone loves.
Be creative with Quick•Step® paintable
skirting boards and lend your interior
that little extra touch of individuality.
These skirting boards with Incizo®
technology can be cut to the height
desired. The cutting edge is laid
against the floor. You can combine the
two halves thus obtained or use them
separately, and create two skirting
boards from a single unit. You can
paint them or just leave them white.

3 DIFFERENT SHAPES FOR ENDLESS COMBINATIONS

NEW

QSISKRCOVERMD240

QSISKRWHITEMD240

240 cm x 1,6 cm x 12,9 cm

Cover

These skirting board covers are easily
placed over existing skirting boards. The job
is quick and there's no risk of damaging the
wall!

QSISKROGEEMD240

240 cm x 1,6 cm x 16 cm

Ovolo

240 cm x 1,6 cm x 16 cm

Ogee

Ovolo and Ogee each have their own specific shape. Choose a height and play around
with the endless options for your interior.

Quick•Step® DOORMAT QSDOORMAT
Quick•Step® has a doormat that fits neatly in your hallway.
The brushing zones help prevent sand and dirt from coming into your
home. In addition, the mat helps to avoid wet footsteps in your hall.
The doormat fits seamlessly in a strong aluminium frame that is
countersunk into the laminate. It's easy to install and clean. A very
elegant and practical solution.

mat: 74,6 cm x 43,4 cm x 0,9 cm
frame: 79 cm x 47,8 cm

52 mm

Quick•Step® RADIATOR
PIPE COVERS QSRC(-)
To finish heating elements and pipes in harmony with your
floor, our one pipe cover solution is suitable for different
diameters - either 15 mm or 22 mm. Check your diameter and
finish with a laminate round that matches your floor.
Content: 2 radiator covers per package

Quick•Step® kit QSKIT(-)

TIP
Make sure the
surface is dry, dust
and grease free.

This elastic, acrylic-based paste is the ideal solution for those
spots where you cannot install skirting boards or profiles. It's
available in a colour fitting your floor, ask your dealer for
advice.
Content: 310 ml

5 m x 6 cm

TIP
Make sure the
surface is dry, dust
and grease free.

Quick•Step® SELF-ADHESIVE LAMINATES
QSSALA(-)

Use our self-adhesive laminate tape to finish the sides of
staircases, skirting boards and profiles. A perfect finish to your
floor.

SKIRTING BOARDS 102 - 103

15/22 mm

BENEFITS OF
Quick•Step® Incizo®

Finishing profile 
for floor
and stairs

1. MATCHING COLOURS
An Incizo® profile exists for every
Quick•Step® floor in perfectly matching
colours.

2. MULTIFUNCTIONAL
Five different applications with 1 product.

The patented Quick•Step® Incizo® profile is extremely handy
to give your floor and stairs that perfect finish. You can use
one and the same profile for all finishing situations. Simply
cut the Incizo® basic profile to the shape required using the
supplied slitter.

3. PRACTICAL AND
ECONOMICAL

With the supplied slitter you create the
profile you need to give your floor or stairs
that perfect finish. Any spare pieces can
be used for other purposes.

4. VERY STRONG
The profile is solid and extremely
scratch-resistant.

HOW TO USE INCIZO® FOR YOUR FLOOR

Using a single profile you can create the finishing you need for your floor in no time.

1

2

3

How can I link two floors of the same
height?

How can I solve variations in height
– from one floor to another?

How do I finish my Quick•Step®
laminate floor near a wall or a window?

With the Incizo® profile, cut as an expansion profile.

Use the Incizo® profile, cut as an adaptor
profile.

The Incizo® profile creates a clean end
profile.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN
METAL
The metal Incizo® profile is also
available in gold, silver and bronze
colours. With the supplied handle
you can create the desired profile.

The slitter and rail are supplied together
with the profile.

Incizo® laminate profile QSINCP(-)

> Dimensions: 215 cm x 4,8 cm x 1,3 cm
> Content: 1 Incizo®, 1 slitter and 1 plastic rail

Incizo® metal profile QSINCPR(-)

Follow the arrow on the slitter to cut the
profile.

4

(not for stair application)
in silver, bronze or gold
> 2 dimensions: 270 cm x 4,74 cm x 1,14 cm or 93 cm x 4,74 cm x 1,14 cm
> Content: 1 Incizo®, 1 handle and 1 plastic rail
> Also available for commercial use: in silver with metal rail, screws and plugs
QSINCPCSILVME270

5

WWW

Installation video on
www.quick-step.com

How can I connect my laminate floor
to a carpet, and have a beautiful
finish?
Use the Incizo® profile as a transition to
different type of floor covering.

WITH THE INCIZO® PROFILE YOU ARE ALSO READY
TO FINISH YOUR STAIRS OR STEPS
Do you want to cover your stairs or steps in your living room with laminate?
With Quick•Step® laminate on your stairs and the Incizo® profile you can produce a
perfect finish.
Read the following pages for all the details about stair finishing.

FLOOR FINISHING 104 - 105

WITH YOUR INCIZO®
PROFILE YOU ARE FULLY
EQUIPPED TO DEAL WITH
ANY FINISHING SITUATION!

YOUR STAIRS OR STEPS
ALSO DESERVE
A PERFECT FINISH
Do you want to finish a new staircase or renovate an existing
flight of stairs? Quick•Step® has the perfect easy solution.
Cover your stairs with Quick•Step® planks and finish in the
style of your choice with the unique Incizo® profile.

WHY QUICK•STEP®
INCIZO® FOR YOUR
STAIRS?
> CAN BE USED FOR ANY KIND
OF STAIRS
Straight or spiral staircase, with or without
stair nose, old or new.

> FAST AND EASY
	Get the job done in less than a day.

> A PERFECT MATCH
For a smooth transition between floor and
stairs.

HOW TO USE INCIZO® ON YOUR STAIRS
If you're a bit of a dab hand at DIY, you can easily finish or
renovate your stairs yourself.

1
Glue the plank with Quick•Step® One4All
glue to the riser. The spacers ensure that
sufficient space is left underneath to fit in
the step.

21
Glue and screw the aluminium sub-profile
on the step.

3
1
Apply glue to the sub-profile and the step.
Spread out the glue across the sub-profile.

94- 107
- 95
FINISHING STAIRS 106

DIFFERENT KINDS OF STAIRS WITH A SINGLE PROFILE
The Quick•Step® Incizo® profile gives you a whole string of solutions for your stairs.

Classic finish

Sleek and modern finish

Use Quick•Step®
self-adhesive laminate
(p. 103) for an attractive
edge finish.

Transition between the
top step and the rest of
your floor

Finish existing stairs with
stair nosing

Incizo® laminate profile QSINCP(-)

> Dimensions: 215 cm x 4,8 cm x 1,3 cm
> Content: 1 Incizo®, 1 slitter and 1 plastic rail

Incizo® aluminium sub-profile
for stairs QSINCPBASE(-)

> Dimensions: 215 cm x 7,1 cm x 1,7 cm
> To be ordered separately, including plastic strip
> Incizo® stairs finishing not for the Lagune range or
commercial applications

Quick•Step® One4ALL glue QSGLUE290
> Content: 290 ml

WWW

Laying instructions and installation video
on www.quick-step.com

4
1
Place a plank on the step against the rising
edge of the sub-profile. Push the plastic strip
on the tongue of the plank (if you are using
7 mm planks, push the plastic strip into the
Incizo® groove).

5
1
Apply glue to both sides of the Incizo®
base.

6
1
Press the Incizo® profile onto the
sub-profile.

AN UNDERLAY
IS NOT AN IDLE
LUXURY

1
2

TO PREVENT NOISE NUISANCE
An underlay has a major impact on sound absorption.

TO SMOOTH OUT UNEVENNESS
An underlay provides a level base for your
laminate floor.

WHY GO FOR A QUICK•STEP®
UNDERLAY?
> Permanently sound-absorbing 
Quick•Step® underlays are top quality and maintain their initial
thickness over the years. Which means they will continue to
dampen sounds such as the tapping of high heels.

> IDEAL FOR Uniclic®
The smooth surface of the underlays prevents parts of the
underlay from getting stuck in between the Uniclic® tongue and
groove during installation. Moreover all Quick•Step® underlays
offer a stable base protecting the Uniclic® click system.

> 2 IN 1: PROTECTS AGAINST DAMP TOO
A Quick•Step® 2-in-1 underlay will reduce preparation time for
the installation of your floor by half. The damp-proof and
moisture-resistant membrane (DPM) with an adhesive strip has
already been integrated into the levelling underlay. This will save
you a lot of time and effort.

> SUITABLE FOR FLOOR HEATING
For more specialist advice, please visit our website.

It is important to use a Quick•Step® underlay
to preserve the quality of your floor. Ask your
dealer for a genuine Quick•Step® underlay and read our
warranty conditions on page 114.

108 - 109

With floors, there's two kinds of noise that can cause hindrance: the sound of steps inside the room itself and the
sound that people can hear on the level below.

> I WANT TO DAMPEN THE SOUND OF STEPS IN THE ROOM
Quick•Step® has 3 solutions to dampen the noise you hear when walking across the floor. These underlays also act to level out the
subfloor.

QSUDLPLUS15
QSUDLPLUS60

QSUDLDRUCO15

QSUDLPRO10

Quick•Step® Uniclic® Plus Quick•Step® Unisound

Quick•Step® Unisound Pro

A good basis for places with
less traffic

Ideal for places where there is
a lot of traffic

When only the best is good
enough

1 roll = 15 m² or 60 m²
Thickness: 2 mm

1 roll = 15 m²
Thickness: 2 mm

1 roll = 10 m²
Thickness: 2 mm

> I WANT TO REDUCE THE SOUND OF STEPS IN THE ROOM BELOW
With this underlay you can reduce the sound heard in the room below when you walk across the floor. This underlay also acts to level
out the subfloor.

Quick•Step® Transitsound Ultra
Ideal for an upper floor or apartment
1 pack = 10 m²
Thickness: 3 mm
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LEVELLING OUT LARGER UNEVENNESS
For highly uneven base floors, use Quick•Step® softboard combined with Quick•Step® screen.

Quick•Step® Softboard

Quick•Step® Screen

A floor that feels nice and warm ... The
softboard also helps to insulate your floor.

Double-sided damp-resistant membrane with
reinforcement. Fewer joints when installing
thanks to its larger surface. Protects against
rising damp.

QSUDLSOFTB

This underlay is made from natural wood
fibres. It levels unevennesses up to 6 mm.
Perfect for installation on wooden floors
(do not use in combination with floor
heating).
Panel dimensions: 86 cm x 59 cm x 0,6 cm
20 panels/pack = 10,1 m²

QSUDLSCREEN25

Dimensions: 25 m² (5 m x 5 m)
Thickness: 0,055 cm

UNDERLAYS

1

SOUND-DAMPING SOLUTIONS

HOW DOES IT WORK ?

LAYING YOUR FLOOR
WITHOUT HASSLE

You will find yourself fitting your floor in a "click", very swiftly and
with the greatest ease.

> METHOD 1: ROTATE AND CLICK
Laying a Quick•Step® floor is easy thanks to the
patented and world-famous Uniclic® and Uniclic®
Multifit click systems.
Both systems are very user-friendly, a lot faster and a lot
more solid than other systems. It makes laying easier,
even in the smallest corners of the room.

Click the panels into each other along the long side and the short side.

> METHOD 2: HORIZONTAL INSERTION

Ideal for awkward corners. Unlike most other systems, Uniclic®
panels can also be joined together horizontally. This is essential
when you get to install the last row of panels or in places where it is
difficult or even impossible to rotate the panels (underneath door
frames or heating units, for example). Use the Quick•Step®
installation kit (p. 111).

PURPOSE-DEVELOPED
FOR THE EXQUISA
RANGE

NEW

> METHOD 3: SLIDE AND CLICK

WWW
on
n video

o
Installatiuick-step.com
.q
w
ww

Click the panel into place along the long side, slide the short side of
the plank against the previous panel and press down.
The new Exquisa range, with long (±120 cm) and extra wide (±40
cm) planks are installed just as easily and swiftly. Thanks to the
Uniclic® Multifit system on the short side of the plank, the wide
Exquisa planks are easily clicked together using this third method (in
addition to method 1 and 2).

110 - 111
INSTALLATION 
Quick•Step® INSTALLATION SET QSTOOL
For the best installation of your floor without damaging it
Content: the Quick•Step® tapping block, adjustable spacers to make sure you get the expansion joints right, a metal crowbar
- very handy in all situations. Also available with installation DVD: QSTOOLDVD

TIP
Only apply on the
short sides of
the plank.

Quick•Step® Seal & Click QSSEAL125

Quick•Step® HAND SAW QSTOOLSAW

Quick•Step® Seal & Click has been especially developed to
provide prolonged protection for Quick•Step® Lagune (p. 62)
against moisture when being laid in bathrooms. It is elastic,
transparent, does not stick and gives further protection against
water.

This super handy Quick•Step® saw will help you saw door frames
correctly, so that your floor will fit perfectly underneath. It has an
adjustable handle and the saw blade is made of high-quality steel.

KEEPING YOUR FLOOR
IN TOP CONDITION
IS EASY

Quick•Step® laminate is not only easy to clean, it's hygienic too. The sealed surface of the
laminate helps against allergies.
We recommend cleaning your floor dry using the Quick•Step® microfibre mop. You can also use
the mop slightly moistened to clean the floor every now and then.

“I keep my floor dust free by using the Quick•Step®
microfibre mop.
It's very quick to do and gives an instantly smart result. It's a dry cleaning so
there's no mess - especially as all the dust goes directly onto my mop.

Jane Aston
Schoolteacher

Sometimes I use water to clean the floor slightly moist - just a little is enough.
I use the Quick•Step® cleaning product, especially after the kids have been
out playing and come back into the house with muddy shoes! It brings out the
original colours of my floor, and shows off its true character.”

112 - 113
CLEAN & CARE 
Quick•Step® CLEANING KIT QSCLEANINGKIT(-)
All Quick•Step® floors are low-maintenance. They stay clean with the purpose-made Quick•Step® cleaning kit. Practical and easy to use, it
comes with a mop holder with adjustable handle, a microfibre mop you can wash and the Quick•Step® cleaning product. You can use the
mop dry or slightly moist.
Also available individually:
> Quick•Step® Cleaning mop QSCLEANINGMOP
> Quick•Step® Cleaning product 750 ml QSCLEANING750
> Quick•Step® Cleaning product 2L QSCLEANING2000

Quick•Step® FORCE STICK QSFORCE030

Quick•Step® Mix & Fix QSMFIX(-)

Stubborn stains (permanent marker, shoe polish, etc.) are removed
in no time with Quick•Step® Force.

Light damage is easily repaired in the original floor colour using
Quick•Step® Mix & Fix. Available in 3 versions: dark wood, light
wood and non-wood designs. With one version you can make 24
different colours, to restore the damaged plank quick and easily.

Content: 30 ml

Content: 1 tube of repair paste, 2 bottles of pigment and a spatula

WHY QUICK•STEP®
GIVES YOU
A 25-YEAR
WARRANTY*
UP TO 10 TIMES MORE
SCRATCH-RESISTANT

UNICLIC® & UNICLIC® MULTIFIT:
EASY TO INSTALL AND
EXCEEDINGLY STRONG

SPLASH WARRANTY

SUITABLE FOR FLOOR
HEATING

RESISTANT TO CIGARETTE
BURNS

HYGIENIC SURFACE EASY TO
MAINTAIN

Choose the right Quick•Step® underlay.
Ask your dealer for specialist advice.

If a lighted cigarette drops onto your floor
and stays there it won’t leave any trace
behind.

The dirt cannot attach. So it's really easy to
clean.

LIGHT AND SUN-RESISTANT
(EN438-2,16/BL REF >6)

IMPACT-RESISTANT

SOLID SOUND

Quick•Step® makes its top-quality HDF core
boards in-house. Combined with the
resistant top layer, your laminate has the
best possible protection against falling
objects, stiletto heels, etc.

The hard core boards used for our floors
have been optimised for everyday use,
producing a solid, pleasant sound in
combination with a Quick•Step® underlay.

The top layer of your floor has extra
protection, allowing you to enjoy your
beautiful, natural-looking floor for even
longer.

The water-resistant glued base plate and
the tensile strength (pre-tensioning) of our
click systems provide excellent protection
against surface moisture, such as spilled
drinks.

up to 10x more scratch resistant

A Quick•Step® floor does not discolour
when exposed to normal levels of (sun)light.

ANTISTATIC
An end to annoying electrostatic
discharges. Every Quick•Step® floor has
been subjected to a unique, permanent
anti-static treatment which also sees the
floor attracting less dust. This technology
has been patented by Quick•Step®.

A HEART FOR NATURE
With Quick•Step® you are bringing an environmentally-friendly floor into your home. The PEFC
certification guarantees that all the wood used to manufacture our HDF core boards is sourced
from sustainably managed forests. In addition, Quick•Step® also obtained its Environmental
Product Declaration (EPD). This internationally recognised certificate indicates the environmental
performance of Quick•Step® laminate floors throughout their entire
life cycle. Ongoing monitoring and improvements brought to its
environmental impact see Quick•Step® actively and tirelessly
contributing to a better living environment.
PEFC/07-31-37

*Warranty
The use of solutions other than genuine Quick•Step® solutions can damage your Quick•Step® floor. In this case the warranty
offered by Quick•Step® is no longer valid. We advise you to only use Quick•Step® solutions that are especially designed and
tested for use with Quick•Step® floor panels.
Creo & Classic: 20 year.

114 - 115
overview

YOUR GUIDE FOR A
perfect laminate floor 
PLANKS
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20,5 cm

15,6 cm

15,6 cm

12,34 cm

Quick•Step®

Quick•Step®

Quick•Step®

Quick•Step®

9,5 mm

9,5 mm

9,5 mm

8 mm

LARGO

Extra long and
extra wide
planks with
grooves

VOGUE

Classic, oak
inspired
designs with
real surface
texture

COUNTRY
Exclusive
planks with
traditional look
and feel

RUSTIC

Truly authentic
planks with a
rustic look and
feel

15,6 cm

9,98 cm

19 cm

Quick•Step®

Quick•Step®

Quick•Step®

Quick•Step®

8 mm

7 mm

Width: 15,6 cm

Plank floors
with subtle
edging

ELIGNA
ELITE
PERSPECTIVE® 8 mm
Code U/UM 8 mm
Code UL/UF 9,5 mm

WIDE

LAGUNE

19 cm

Quick•Step®

CLASSIC

CREO

Bathroom floors
– also suitable
for other rooms

Traditional
laminate floors
without
V-grooves

Modern
laminate floors
without
V-grooves

p. 62

p. 68

p. 76

7 mm

Width: 19 cm
Code UW 8 mm
Code ULW/UFW 9,5 mm

Plank floors
with or without
grooves
p. 16

p. 26

p. 32

p. 38

p. 44

p. 56

TILES
120
110

40,8 x 40,8 cm

100

61,2 x 40,8 cm

Multi-pattern

122,4 x 40,8 cm

90
80
70

122,4 cm

60
50
40

62,4 cm

30
20
10

62,4 cm

Quick•Step

40,8 cm

NEW

Quick•Step®

®

exquisa

ARTE
9,5 mm

8 mm

Magnificent tiles with subtle V-grooves

1 plank with one or more tiles
p. 80

p. 88

OUR FLOOR
IN YOUR INTERIOR
visit

www.quick-step.com

Upload a photo of your interior to our website. With just a single
click you will be able to see which floor suits your interior.

> y o u r Q uick • S tep ® P O I N T O F S A L E

PEFC/07-31-37

Join us on facebook
facebook.com/QuickStepFloors
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